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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 
2020 has been a year like no other.  Our Industry has faced a complete shutdown and there 
has been a major shakeup of how film and TV production is funded. The Guild and its board 
has had to adapt quickly- lobbying government for support as well as helping our members 
navigate the various assistance and grants provided by both state and federal government to 
stay afloat during these strange times. 
 
But before all our lives were rudely interrupted by Covid, the Guild was busy trying to lobby 
the government by conveying a meeting with the chair of the Parliamentary Friends of the 
Screen Industry, Trent Zimmerman MP, to outline our concerns about the film industry and 
how best to support it. Trent was receptive to our calls for putting quotas on streaming 
services and has since come out publically backing this stance - not only in newspapers, but 
also in a webinar hosted by Matt Deaner, CEO of SPA, where Trent specifically mentioned our 
lobbying not only with him but with the NSW Premier as well on a previous occasion. 
 
With the industry shutting down under lock down regulations; the Guild has been still active in 
keeping our members involved by hosting various webinar forums that covered areas such as 
buyouts, gaming music, a focus on female composers and reinvestment deals. 
 
We have conducted surveys seeking input as to how our members have been affected by 
Covid-19 and provided mental health assistance via a hotline. We have also had regular 
Zoom meetings with all the other guilds to work out a unified response to the government 
White Paper into the sustainability of the film and television sector. 
 
Together with APRA, and the IR committee, the Guild put together a very detailed submission 
to the government white paper and strongly advocated for a number of changes to be 
implemented. These included: 
 
1. A Harmonization of film and TV rebates to 30% but with an extra 10% cultural uplift for 

using Australian H.O.Ds. 
2. A 10% allocation of funds earned by Streaming services in Australia to be dedicated to 

providing Australian based new content. 
3. A 1% allocation of funds earned in Australia by Big Tech to be reserved for new 

Australian content. 
4. A lowering of the post production threshold from $500,000 
5. Incentives for cinema’s to air Australian films. 
 
I have attended a number of international 2.am Zoom meetings conducted by our international 
guild affiliates at CISAC/CIAM where we leaned about the increasing pressure of “Buyouts” 
becoming a coercive strategy in contracting composers and formulating the various definitions 
of what this actually meant in different regions around the world. 
 
The guild has recently had a constructive meeting with Sally Caplan, Head of Content at 
Screen Australia, where we expressed our concerns about Australian composers missing out 
on high budget Australian Films, our concerns about reinvestment deals and the potential loss 
of intellectual property if international co-productions adopt similar contractual conditions that 
are beginning to occur overseas and through streaming services contracts.. 
 
Sally has indicated that she will instigate some measures to promote Australian composers 
and work together with SPA to develop some templates that help protect screen composers 
from being exploited. 
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We have recently held our first virtual Screen Composers Awards, which by all accounts was 
one of the more engaging and polished industry award ceremonies held this year. I would like 
to congratulate all the nominees and winners and thank all involved (especially APRA and our 
wonderful musical director Jessica Wells) for making this ceremony such a well-crafted event. 
 
The Government has just released its Green Paper into the Television Industry and Streaming 
Services and we will once again spend the beginning of next year seeking input from our 
members, alongside our respective industry guilds and will be making yet another combined 
submission with APRA/AMCOS to help strengthen local content regulation. 
 
Hopefully 2021 will mean a return to a more normal existence. The Guild intends on 
conducting two seminars (one in Sydney and one in Melbourne) to determine what our 
members want us to focus on in the year ahead and beyond. A virtual Zoom meeting to 
consolidate thoughts and allocate actions to be implemented by the various sub committees 
will follow this. 
 
Despite the pandemic, the guild is in a strong financial position and our focus will be on 
attracting new members and supporting all members through education and consultation 
forums, one on one advice and helping keep everyone informed of the various opportunities 
and challenges in the year ahead. 
 
I thank everyone for their support and encouragement, especially to our Executive Director 
Annie Parnell, the Executive Committee Members and everyone on our board and 
subcommittees for taking the time out of their lives to help strengthen our community. 
 
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT  
 
Since taking on the role of Executive Director in late October 2019, there has been a large 
amount of activity on many fronts with the Guild.  We held our last AGM earlier this year when 
a new board was ushered in, with Antony Partos as president of the Guild, Me-Lee Hay as 
Vice-President, Dale Cornelius as Secretary all joining Mark Buys who remained on the board 
and stayed in the Treasurer role.   This report will concentrate on the period Nov 2019 – June 
2020. 
 
The Screen Industry was devastated by Covid-19 in the first half of this year, with virtually all 
live drama production ceasing and other production such as documentary, animation and 
other forms continuing with drastically reduced conditions and output.  We are seeing a return 
to production in this second half of the year but the effects of the shutdown, the closure of 
cinemas, the continued unchecked growth of the online streaming services will affect our 
members in 2021.  The recently announced content reforms such as increased budget 
thresholds to qualify for government tax rebates and the re-arranging of quotas for children’s 
TV and documentary that don’t incentivise broadcast and investment in them, will also impact 
production going forward.  With more international productions choosing Australia for filming 
and receiving location incentive or Post / Digital / Visual FX tax breaks, but not employing or 
using Australian Screen Composers, the situation compounds.  The Guild will continue to 
advocate for our members and the wider screen composing community and lobby for changes 
that benefit them. 
 
Membership 
By the end of June 2019, the Guild had over 122 financial members, including 29 new 
members joining from November 2019 to June 2020. Membership continued to grow in the 
second half of this year and renewals remained strong. At the time of writing there are 150 
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financial members across Full, Associate and Student Membership.  We currently have 25% 
female membership and will continue to develop this. 
 
Membership Surveys 
Members responded in good numbers to our survey asking how they had been affected by 
Covid-19, the results of which were used in reporting and in submissions to government. We 
also surveyed members on for our Content Reform Options recommendation for our joint 
submission with APRA and received over 100 responses from the combined membership 
surveyed, which included significant crossover.  
 
Financial Report 
See separate Treasurer’s Report. Our current position is very sound.  
 
Industry and Government Liaison 
The guild has continued to hold strong links with industry organisations including APRA 
AMCOS, working with them on several submissions and the Screen Music Awards. We are an 
active part of the Australian Screen Guilds Network that met regularly during the year and we 
liaised with colleagues at Screen Australia and other state screen agencies to promote our 
events, discuss opportunities and keep screen composers in their sights.   
 
The guild responded to a number of key industrial relations and screen sector issues 
presented by the government in the first half of this year, continuing our past engagement, 
including content reform, regulation of content service providers including international 
streaming services, use of Australian screen composers in government /taxpayer funded 
productions.  We have also kept the issues of buyouts, re-investment and keeping our 
intellectual property in the country and Australian economy on the table. We worked closely 
with APRA AMCOS on 2 key submissions made to the federal Department of Communication 
and Arts and met with Ausfilm, Federal MP Trent Zimmerman, who co-convenes the 
Parliamentary Friends of the Screen Industry. 
 
Sub-Committees 
The guilds sub-committees remained very active during second half of 2019 and the first half 
of 2020, with the Health and Well Being Committee taking an active stance on the Covid-19 
Awareness and support front.  We thank Craig Morgan for his chairing of this committee over 
the past few years, who is stepping down from the board and committee.  Our Gender Equity 
Committee worked on the APRA AMCOS/AGSC Women in Film mentorship program and we 
also created an IWD Women’s Playlist of tracks from female members .  We thank Felicity 
Wilcox for her past chairing of welcomed Elizabeth Drake as the incoming chair of this 
committee.   
 
The Education committee was revitalised with new members after the 2018-2019 AGM earlier 
this year, chaired by Dale Cornelius and has carried out some great webinars with educational 
institutions during the period.  The Awards Committee worked hard with APRA AMCOS on the 
judging criteria and process for the Screen Music Awards, and will continue to improve this in 
2021. We thank Petra Saljso for her chairing of this committee who handed the baton to Mark 
Buys during the year.  The Events committee, under the chair of Me-Lee Hay ran a wonderful 
program of events across the year, and with Damien Lane as Chair prior to Me-Lee taking on 
the role. 
 
Events 
Our events program since the last AGM has been very strong, with 2 webinars held up until 
the the end of June, including a Buyouts Panel and an interview with Score filmmaker Matt 
Schrader.  These added to an already great Events program in the second half of last year, 
that included The Composer/Orchestrator Collaboration talk with Ned Paul Ginsburg, 
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Managing Mental Health Workshop in Melbourne and the bi-annual Screen Guilds Christmas 
party organised by the AGSC for all the guilds.  A further 6 events were held up until this AGM 
since July 2020, outlined in the Events Committee report. 
 
E-news & Website 
The What’s the Score? e-news continued to be sent to members and subscribers on a bi-
monthly basis with updates in-between editions and was a great source of information for 
members during the first half of the year during the outbreak of Covid-19, advising of support 
and help, as well as the usual news and opportunities. 
 
The upcoming year 
The guild will celebrate 40 years of existence in 2021 and we look forward to celebrating this 
significant anniversary with all of our members across the country and will be asking for your 
thoughts on how we can best do this, shortly. We want the shine a big spotlight on our great 
guild, the work of members past and present and our future existence.  
 
It’s been a challenging year to the end of June 2020, with Covid-19 affecting many of our 
members both financially, workwise, psychologically and emotionally.  We have tried to 
ensure that we can direct them to appropriate services including Support Act, LifeLine and 
various government agencies for support and assistance and hope that the new year brings a 
safer, brighter and stronger world. 
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SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 
AGSC Committees –Each committee must include an AGSC board member and AGSC 
non-members can be invited by the committee to join and members enquiries very 
welcome. 
 
Awards Committee 
Mark Buys (Chair), Elizabeth Drake, Me-Lee Hay, Tom Rouch, Petra Salsjo. 
 
Industrial Relations Committee 
Antony Partos (Chair), Guy Gross, Rafael May, Caitlin Yeo, Chee Wei Tai 
 
Education Committee 
Dale Cornelius (Chair), Brett Aplin, Cliff Bradley, Fiona Hill, Frank Millward, Hylton Mowday, 
Luna Pan, Cameron Patrick, Leah Flanagan (NATSIMO) 
 
Events Committee 
Me-Lee Hay (Chair), Damien Lane, Annie Parnell 
 
Gender Equity Committee: 
Elizabeth Drake (Chair), Yantra de Vilder, Angela Little, Ken Francis, Bryony Marks, Felicity 
Wilcox (resigned) 
 
Health & Wellbeing Committee: 
Craig Morgan (Chair), Caitlin Yeo 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
AWARDS SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
The Awards committee is coming out the other side of a successful Screen Music Awards for 
2020. The committee contributed to : 
 
1. Reworking the Judging Guidelines and Criteria  
2. Incorporating a moderator for each judging panel category  
3. Refreshing the judging portal...which has streamlined our ability to adjudicate and submit. 
4. Created a database of available judges  
 
The Chair, Mark Buys, will communicate with Apra early 2021 to review the year and the 
awards process and execution and makes plans heading forward. Thank you to the Awards 
Committee for their contribution this year!  
 
Mark Buys, Chair 
 
EDUCATION SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
We have recently welcomed Leah Flanagan, National Manager of peak body NATSIMO 
(National Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Music Office), to our committee.  Leah has been 
working with Dale and Cameron to create vital strategic partnerships for an Indigenous Screen 
Composer Initiative. Indigenous Screen Composers represent less than .1% of all screen 
composers nationally (according to APRA’s database figures and screen credit research 
undertaken by the Education Committee).  
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In 2020, we have commenced research, in partnership with NATSIMO and Screen Australia, 
toward developing and creating pathways for Indigenous composers, such as; education, 
mentorship, internship and professional outcomes. We are working toward a paid internship 
for an Indigenous composer in the 2nd half of 2021 and a Masters of Screen Composition 
Scholarship at AFTRS in 2022. 
 
Brett Aplin and Dale have developed and delivered the free ‘Toolkit for the Emerging Screen 
Composer’ webinar to; Sydney Conservatorium, A.I.M., S.A.E, Collarts, Box Hill Institute, 
along with a national webinar delivery, made possible through our own Events committee & 
APRA. This webinar has connected the guild to a number of tertiary institutions and their 
students in a meaningful way in 2020 and Fiona Hill and Brett are spearheading the 
expansion of this program in 2021. These webinars are giving students and emerging screen 
composers much needed information, through the use of real life personal stories, covering 
topics such as; scope of rights, negotiation, placing a value on your work, contractual 
language, understanding and coping with criticism, and the importance of community & 
communication within our sector.  
 
Through these new connections we have seen a number of new members joining the 
AGSC. After much planning, Cliff Bradley and Luna Pan have, in the last few weeks, 
commenced filming a brand new interview series, titled ‘Composer to Composer’.  Our first 
interview features Clifford Bradley interviewing composer Michael Lira, recently nominated at 
the Screen Music Awards for Best Music in a Feature Film. Cliff and Michael talk about their 
recent feature film collaboration, including behind the scenes footage of recording sessions 
with orchestra.  
 
Following this interview, we have two brilliant (top tier) female screen composers lined up to 
interview one another in January 2021 (announcement to follow). 
 
‘Composer to Composer’ interviews provide in-depth insights into the diverse practises of 
working screen composers in this country & will be available to AGSC members very soon. 
Stay tuned! 
 
Dale Cornelius, Chair 
 
EVENTS SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
Since being voted in as Vice President of the AGSC in March 2020, I have had the honour or 
working closely with Antony, Dale and Mark and the rest of the Board during a time of 
unprecedented world events. One of my firsts tasks was working with the team including 
Caitlin from the IR committee in driving forward the development and implementation of the 
Covid Survey of screen composers that sought to understand what impact it had on our 
industry and feeding this information in with APRA AMCOS’s response and the arts sector. 
 
I've also been instrumental in further developing Brett Aplin's AGSC handbook that seeks to 
assist successive Board members in understanding the structure and operations of our 
organisation.  As we are growing, a more defined approach to business management and 
structure is required and hence a Standard Operating Procedure manual is being developed 
overtime.  Issues such as Code of Conduct, Zero Tolerance Policy, Webinar Guidelines, 
Professional Liability disclaimers are being clarified in the handbook to assist in appropriate 
ongoing governance of our organisation and successive Boards to access at their disposal. I 
have also had the pleasure in helping Dale to research and help cement our steps moving 
forward in having a website that will be more automated with fantastic resources for our 
members. 
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Furthermore, I have been assisting Antony in staying in touch with the ASIG at inter-guild 
meetings to solidify our approach to lobbying government on important screen industry 
changes – the main one this year being the Options Paper response.  I look forward to further 
assisting Antony and the IR committee's response to the Green Paper due in March 2021. 
 
Since joining the new board in March 2020, I volunteered to be the chair of the Events 
Committee consisting of myself, Damien Lane and Annie Parnell.  Like the rest of the world 
we pivoted to online events to keep our members connected and engaged. 
 
We held 8 events over 9 months: 
 
1)  Discussion on Buy Outs - 28 April – panel moderated by Caitlin Yeo   

2)  In Conversation session with LA producer of Score documentary Matt Schraeder – 
interviewed by Cameron Patrick (Board member) – 25 May   

3)  In partnership with APRA: In Conversation with Kevin Penkin - Games Composer – 
interviewed by Meena Shamaly (ABC Games music host) – 27  July   

4)  Highlighting APRA-AGSC Female Mentorship programme mentees of 2018/2019 – 
interviewed by Elizabeth Drake (Board Member and GEC  chair) – 26 August   

5)  Toolkit for Emerging Composers Presentation – given by Dale Cornelius (Education Chair) 
– 14 Oct   

6)  Zoom Spring Social (members only) – moderated by me (Me-Lee Hay) – 25 Sept  

7)  In partnership with Ausfilm: Re-Investment Deals – 4 November – moderated by Antony 
Partos (President and IR chair)   

8)  In partnership with WIFT Australian, APSA and Screen QLD: Championing Female 
Composers - and interview with Indian Cinema  composer Sneha Khanwalker – interviewed 
by Me-Lee Hay – 24 Nov 

 Average attendance – (not including the members only Zoom social) = 58 Average % of 
members attending events: 32% 
 
One of the main goal of the Events team has been to provide engagement to different levels 
of membership (e.g. emerging vs established).  Events are also an excellent way for the 
AGSC to foster relationships with other organisations such as APRA, Ausfilm and APSA. 
 
Re-investment Tax Implication Resource 
As an offshoot to the Re-Investment webinar – it became clear that more exploration needed 
to be done to truly understand the tax implications of different types of re-investment deals. 
Therefore I have sought and achieved Board approval to develop an information resource with 
Stuart Smith (AGSC accountant). This is currently being developed and we need member 
help. I will be sending emails to all composers that attended the re-investment webinar to call 
out for anonymous case studies to help us build different real life scenarios so that Stuart 
Smith can supply the most up to date information on the tax implications of these case 
studies. 
 
2021 EVENTS planned so far:  
o Strategic Planning Forum of members (Antony will speak to this later)   
o Tax Implications of Re-investment deals   
o Covid permitting:  - continuing the wonderful legacy of the late Martin Armiger's “Glories of 

the Score” event that occurred in 2018 – a full day of events for composers and industry 
alike - speed dating for producers / directors and composers   
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- We would like to start thinking about increasing the value of membership through utilising 
events. E.g. free events for members, charge a small fee for non-members 

 
PLEASE GET IN CONTACT:   
If you have specific requests for an event in 2021 or want to join the Events committee – we 
particularly are looking for people with journalism / interviewing skills   
 
Me-Lee Hay, Chair 
 
GENDER EQUITY SUB-COMMITTEE 
 
The Gender Equity committee has been very active throughout the second half of 2019 and 
the first half of 2020. Felicity Wilcox stepped down as chair and Elizabeth Drake moved into 
the role on March 08 2020. New members include Bryony Marks and Petra Salsjo stepped 
down as a committee member during this period.  
 
Significant contributions the GEC has made this year include: 
 
1) Choosing AGSC member Bryony Marks as the Mentor for the APRA AMCOS/AGSC 
Women in Film Mentorship Program for 2020, and selecting Chiara Constanza as the mentee 
for this, in April / May 2020. 
 
2) Supporting the creation of a special AGSC Women’s Playlist for tracks, for IWD in March, 
which we are re-launching in early 2021 with greater participation from female and non-binary 
members of the AGSC. 
 
3) Participating in the Screen Australian Gender Matters Taskforce Advisory Group, and 
contributing to the wording for the pledge that all screen organisations will be asked to adopt; 
keeping the idea of incentives and quotas for employment of female crew members on the 
table and supporting the new Screen Australia program to be announced in the new year for 
female shadow positions to be created in areas including screen composing, cinematography 
and other under-represented areas.  The wording for the pledge currently stands as:  "We 
commit to gender equity and inclusion across our decisions, actions, teams, and creation to benefit 
the Australian screen industry and our audiences”.  
[ 
4) Planning for the AGSC’s biennial Gender Equity Round Table Event in March 2021, to be 
held in Melbourne, for delegates from all areas of the screen sector, focusing on gender 
issues and regulation within the industry work place. 
 
Elizabeth Drake, Chair 
 
 
HEALTH AND WELL BEING SUB-COMMITTEE 
This year was a remarkable year for the Health and Well-Being committee given the many 
challenges that COVID-19 presented. We rose up to face these challenges head-on. Never 
before has it been more important to reinforce the spirit of community, the bonds of friendship 
and the benefits of collegial professionalism that the AGSC delivers. This was achieved by 
remaining front-of-mind to our members by having a constant presence in the messages we 
sent – we wanted to ensure that our members knew that we cared for them.  Specifically: 
 
‘Call a Friend’ campaign. During the COVID-19 coronavirus lockdown, we invited isolated 
Australian Screen Composers to contact us via a new AGSC email address. This initiative was 
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important because of the high rates of loneliness among our members.  This, plus the unique 
problems that COVID-19 introduced, was something that we proudly tackled. 22 April 2020. 
 
2nd Podcast (The Science of Psychotherapy) with Screen Composer Caitlin Yeo hosted by 
Matthew Dahlitz and Richard Hill. This podcast directly addressed the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on the members of the AGSC - https://www.thescienceofpsychotherapy.com/caitlin-
yeo-and-craig-morgan-on-isolation-and-lack-of-work-in-the-creative-industries/ 
 
Stay Connected by RUOK? Campaign. During the persistent COVID-19 pandemic the 
Health and Well-Being team published essential information on how to stay connected – in 
order to reduce loneliness, depression and anxiety. The one-page reference guide was also 
updated and sent with the email. 3rd August. 
 
RUOK?Day 2020.  Building on the established ‘Stay Connected’ Campaign, we invited 
Australian Screen Composers to contact us. The day was a success – with screen composers 
contacting me and debriefing on anything on their mind, as I listened as a friend. Further 
support information was supplied to the callers where they could access professional 
assistance if needed. 10 Sept. 2020. 
 
After 10 years of membership and 8 years of board/committee work Craig Morgan will be 
stepping down from the AGSC Board and the Health and Well-Being Committee.  This opens 
an opportunity for a suitably qualified volunteer to step forward and lead the Health and Well-
Being Committee.  Dr Morgan notes: “It has been a pleasure to see the transformation of what 
the Health and Well-Being team does over the years. I must thank everyone who has 
supported the important work we do for our members. I sincerely hope that the AGSC 
continues to recognise the challenges that face Australian Screen Composers and allocate 
resources and energy accordingly”. 
 
Craig Morgan, Chair 
 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS SUB-COMMITTEE 
A summary of the year’s activity include: 

• Set up Meeting with Trent Zimmerman- Chair of Parliamentary Friends of the Screen 
• Together with independent producers and Director’s Guild 
• Initiated the White Paper Response into a sustainable film and TV sector. 
• The co-authored report with APRA/AMCOS recommended: 
• Streamlining offset to film and TV to 30% but with a 10% cultural uplift for using 

Australian HADs 
• Lowering the threshold for the Post Production rebate from $500,000  
• A 10% quota for streaming services revenue generated in Australia to be used for new 

Australian Content 
• 1% of advertising revenue generate in Australia by Big Tech Companies to be used for 

new Australian Content 
• Tax Incentives to screen/distribute Australian Films 
• Protection of copyright for Australian intellectual property 
• Submitted a response to the Government paper on the Creative Industries. 
• Set up a Meeting with Sally Kaplan from Screen Australia to lobby for Australian 

Screen Composer’s to be promoted and some guidelines to be agreed with by SPA to 
limit the exploitation of composers via intellectual rights and reinvestment deals. 

 
Antony Partos, Chair 
 


